Migratory Birds for People Annual Meeting 2019
Communicating science at wetland centres
Slimbridge, UK October 15, 16.

Summary
The 2019 annual meeting saw twenty delegates representing eight centres, ten
organisations, two independents, and nine countries. Two external speakers also presented
and over a dozen WWT staff joined at different times.
We reviewed the activities of individual members and the network; we planned for 2020; and
we looked at thematic content on communicating research at wetland centres, and at
travelling wetland art exhibitions. We unveiled and workshopped the educational flyway map,
which some participants were able to take away with them. And we marked the ten years of
MBP, with cake!
We also started a new WhatsApp group for sharing news between members.

Presentations
We saw summaries and updates from Biodiversum, Baltic Fund for Nature, WWT,
Biesbosch, Lake Takern, Terschelling. View the PowerPoints, PDFs, or images used in the
presentations here using the password Connor provided.

Notes from the presentations
-

-

-

-

-

-

Biodiversum try to attract children’s birthday parties, with a tour themed on e.g. frogs
and then the birthday cake etc indoors; they are requesting input on reedbed
management, especially with Canada geese; swimmers in the nature reserve are
affecting the grebe nets; an EVOA-ringed bird was spotted there!
Baltic Fund for Nature noted how they have moved from a focus on school children to
more general public awareness work; working with the Historical Parks authority has
been innovative and fruitful–the Authority was inspired to increase their wildlife
component, by the public interest BFN brought with owl nest boxes. Counting rings
on windfall trees in the historical park was an opportunity to combine history and
wildlife education.
Project Godwit is in an agricultural area where there had been some cautiousness
towards conservationists; but school children have loved the engagement
programme. These are one hour sessions, brought to the school, free of charge.
They use educational games about beaks; children can become godwit guardians
and name the birds. There is good crossover with the Terschelling Symposium in
2020.
Biesbosch is a large area developed over 15 years of negotiations with local
residents and farmers, to reduce the risks of flooding. Moving people out of arable
land has led to birds returning, including two pairs of osprey, an individual from
Rutland, a white-tailed sea eagle, and breeding bitterns. There are three visitor
centres, one near the closest city, one central, and one further south.
Lake Takern targets people with little connection to nature, in an initiative funded
indirectly by a Japanese Princess who enjoyed a birding trip there; this provides 16
school visits, including for the preparatory schools for new Swedes. Called ‘Children
and birds who Migrate’, they have simple games and also some waste-sorting as a
practice they can bring home. Kids enjoy it so long as they are not cold or hungry!
Terschelling Symposium, 23–25 June 2020, local and international celebration of
land management and communications for spoonbills and godwits. Looking for
children in many countries to make short movies about how they want to protect the
birds, what birds they have etc; they will incorporate it into a play during the
symposium.

External participation
Florian Keil of the Africa Eurasian Waterbirds Agreement (AEWA) could not attend but gave
us a warm welcome message by Skype, supporting and celebrating the ten years of MBP.
Sacha Dench presented about her new expedition, Flight of the Osprey, and her new NGO
Conservation Without Borders. In 2020 she will follow osprey migration routes, flying by
paramotor from Scotland south to West Africa. She and MBP members will work together to
facilitate the journey and maximise the public engagement opportunities.

Local writer and artist Shirley Cherry introduced her book for children, about a little boy
developing a love for birds.
Theo de Bruin attended the whole meeting, as an independent consultant.
RSPB were not present this year because the meeting coincided with the start of a new
recruit, handling the social science aspect of their East Atlantic Flyway work. Chris will follow
up to make sure they are engaged with MBP.

Flyway Map
We got our first touch of the large educational maps,
and planned how to develop a guidebook for their
use.
The group discussed the guidebook to accompany
the map, which will have suggestions for activities
and other ways to use it. All agreed that we need
some ideas of how to make it interactive, ranging
from using magnetic labels and shapes with the map stretched over a metal frame, using
removable adhesive / Velcro to stick things on, and using the map flat on the table or floor to
just place items on it. Using pins or piercing the map should be avoided. Suggested activities
included: cutting out shapes of geographical features to stick onto the map; using bird cutout silhouettes (or even carved/toy birds) to move them around the map; geography projects
to identify countries, oceans and other geographic features; card/dice game with positive
elements (food, wetlands, wind) to move your bird along, and negative (hunters, barriers,
lack of wetlands) to keep them back, to show how bird migration is impacted; and providing
background information on each centre for the participants to refer to. We will develop this
into the final guide over the next month.

Communicating science at wetland centres
We looked at a WWT exhibit and a WLI initiative. The exhibit is the Arctic Adventure, where
WWT swan researchers informed the creative team to build a replica of a research station in
the Russian tundra. WWT’s Senior Interpretation Designer Amanda Bradbury and Visitor
Experience Officer Sarah Lorton explained the process. The exhibit builds on heritage—
diary entries of WWT’s founder, the late Peter Scott—and contemporary input from staff
researchers today. Children who take part can also have their face painted to match the
Bewick’s swans’ bill patterns; or wear a leg ring that matches that of a bird of their choice.
The WLI initiative is Biowet, supported by the EU’s Erasmus+ programme. It is about young
people studying climate change at their local wetland centres. EVOA, Urdaibai, and WWT
Martin Mere brought young volunteers together with pupils from Dokka High School in
Norway. The produced a protocol and kit that can be used in part or full by any centre in
Europe, without the travel component; we encourage centres to take it up with their local
schools.

Travelling exhibitions
Paule Gaudouin of Maison du Lac de Grand Lieu introduced their travelling exhibitions; their
previous exhibitions have been loaned to other wetland centres in France, for approx. €900
per month. The newer exhibitions have been made more universal in appeal and with
English translations. The 2020 exhibition is of wetlands appearing in artworks, across
formats.

Newsletter, website, webinar
We discussed the MBP website and newsletter. WWT Digital offered to make a standalone
MBP website, with migratorybirdsforpeople.org linking to mbp.wwt.org.uk.
For the newsletter, we decided to adopt and adapt the MBP Africa newsletter template in the
English-language newsletter. Roelof will continue as editor, but with an eye to succession,
we identified a rotating editorship as our preferred approach, when Roelof wishes to step
aside. He will continue to produce three to four issues a year, with one dedicated to a theme.
The suggested first theme is ‘how to reach schools’. We could also use the monthly Skype
calls as an opportunity to collect stories, by including it as an agenda item.

We committed to producing one webinar in 2020 to help members with specific skills. The
theme may be the same as the thematic newsletter; Connor will ask for suggestions during
the year.

MBP Africa review
Ibrahim Hama of Wetlands International West Africa summarised the members of MBP
Africa coordinated by his organisation. He identified a need for better facilities and materials
at the existing centres, and greater synergy between them. He suggested we include
Saloum, as well as Sierra Leone and Liberia. He also suggested exchange activities for
capacity building. He introduced the plan for the 2020 annual meeting (see below), the Flight
of the Osprey (see above), and the Optics for Africa initiative.
After attending the meeting Ibrahim met WWT staff to set up systems for collecting and
preparing the used binoculars and telescopes; he also brought 12 pairs of binoculars back
from the WWT to Dakar.

Membership
The membership has grown, with two more members in Nigeria helping address the
imbalance between Europe and Africa; the ratio is still very biased in favour of Europe.
Members in Russia would like a certificate of membership.
WhatsApp groups emerged as a good way to engage with partners in Africa. We discussed
the possibility of collecting news from members during the monthly Skype call and sharing
these stories in the newsletter or by Instagram. We started a WhatsApp group during the
meeting; if you would like to join please ask Connor.

World Wetlands Day, World Migratory Bird Day
Being in early February, World Wetlands Day is difficult for colder countries where there is
little incentive to go outside or to the visitor centre. In France it is an active month because of
national NGO Ramsar France, coordinating or encouraging events nationwide. Typically
these include an opportunity for the public to meet rangers or site managers, and species
workshops.
We committed to putting more effort into collating members’ activities to mark World
Wetlands Day, to help establish what sort of events work well.
The 2019 Birds and Schools activity was popular with children and parents, in both the
Francophone and Anglophone video calls. Existing participants are interested in taking part
again in 2020. To help it run better, Connor will share questions and consent forms sooner;
and during the calls we will ask inactive participants to switch off their cameras so that the
active speaker appears larger on-screen. New participants: Het Zwin is busy with school
groups so would take convincing—this could be helped by materials from Ibrahim! Denmark
might be a possibility.

Site visit
We had two visits around Slimbridge wetland
centre and reserve. The first was guided by
Slimbridge Learning Manager Sue Belej and
Learning Officer Sarah Hitchcock and
replicated some of the activated they provide
for children, including pond dipping with
identification charts, hand-feeding greylag
geese and visiting a hide. They pointed out that
the captive flamingos are very popular with
visitors.
The second visit replicated those of more determined bird watchers, usually without children.
We visited hides and the ‘summer walkway’, and unpaved path alongside the seawall. We
had a preview of a new three-storey hide, which was still being finished; with entry on the
ground floor, stars and a lift to the first floor with large windows, and the open-air roof-top
observation area.

2020 Annual Meeting
We looked forward to the 2020 meeting. Our well-established ambition to hold it in West
Africa took a step forward, as Ibrahim proposed a venue and budget. At the mangrove-rich
Parc National du delta du Saloum, the venue would be the Hotel Keur Saloum in
Toubacouta; from October 5 to 11, 2019. The budget for costs within Senegal, and including
travel for some regional delegates, would be €24,964. This budget still needs to be found
and Ibrahim has identified potential funders for a small project, with both Wetlands
International West Africa and WWT being the receiving organisations.
The end of the meeting would align with World Migratory Bird Day.

Work plan
Work area
Website

World Migratory
Bird Day

Africa

Newsletters

Activities
-

Set up new microsite (one month)

-

Create structure and link to WLI main site. Populate with existing content.

-

Include map on website, provide in different formats for us by partners (e.g. eps)

-

Plan and deliver site visit with schools and centres – plan in advance and get
permissions

-

Keep group of sites, but in some cases 1:1 e.g. Lusophone

-

Flexibility on producing a film, PowerPoint or other and use these separately to the
skype discussion. Ensure permissions requested

-

Maison du Lac de Grand Lieu to lead on the Francophone version, EVOA Portuguese,
BFN Russian?

-

Promotion at e.g. IUCN congress

-

Aim for MBP meeting in Senegal in 2020, through MBP Africa group

-

Optics 4 Africa – roll it out

-

Increase Africa members on the run up to the annual meeting

Who?

By?

CR and CW

April 2020

CW and
MLGL

May 2020

CR, GA,
MLGL

5-11
October
2020

Two newsletters, Europe in English, and West Africa in French. New format. Thematic content. CR/RH
Rotating editors as possibility. 3-4 newsletters (one themed). Put contact details of the members
on the new website.

Communications WhatsApp group – develop. Test zoom vs skype. Make use of World Wetlands Day, do more
collection of stories for 2020, showing examples of what works well. Deliver one webinar for
partners.

CW

ongoing

End 2019

Map resource

Update and distribute. Finish the guidebook.

CW and CR

Partnerships

Continue regular contact with Gerold Luersson and Anja Szczesinski from Waddensee, EAFI,
develop opportunities. Develop links to new EAFI officer. New WI representative from Europe.
Flight of the Osprey contacts and activities. Terschelling symposium, provide speakers and
participants etc.

GL, Suzanne Mid 2018

MBP annual
meet 2020

Produce short report and list of actions from AM 2019. Include fund-raising to support the
meeting.

CR; PG

ongoing

5-11
October
2020

